Dear University Student,

Rapleaf- a 46 person data technology startup located in San Francisco- is looking for exceptional Summer Interns to join their team. As a Rapleaf Summer Intern, you will have the opportunity to work side by side with some of the most talented engineers in the world. You will be a main contributor to Rapleaf’s open source projects and internal systems, and will immediately contribute to the overall success of the company.

Rapleaf only employs hardworking individuals who are extremely passionate about what they do. If you are looking for a Summer Internship where you will solve insanely complex problems, and make important decisions while having a ton of fun in the process, we would love to hear from you. Don’t hesitate -- Summer Internship spots will fill quickly!

Check out the Careers Page <https://www.rapleaf.com/careers> for more info on the Rapleaf Summer Internship program.

Thanks!
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